This paper shows that the idempotent generalized characters associated with a Raikov System generated by a K 2 set in D 2 = \lfL i(Z 2 ), is contained in the closure of the characters D 2 in A A/(D 2 ).
Introduction
We will be working with the compact totally disconnected abelian group D 2 -n°i,(Z 2 ),-which has dual group D 2 -©°^,(Z' 2 ), where Z 2 is the multiplicative group of order 2, Z 2 = {1, -1; • } . The dual group D 2 is canonically embedded in AM(D 2 ), the maximal ideal space of M(D 2 ).
A compact perfect subset K of D 2 is called a K 2 subset of D 2 if for any continuous function /: K -» Z 2 there is a character <f> G D 2 such that <j> restricted to Kis equal to/.
It will be shown that the idempotent associated with any Raikov System generated by a K 2 set is contained in the closure of the characters D 2 in AM(D 2 ). Dunkl and Ramirez (1972) have shown that the idempotent associated with the Raikov System generated by a closed subgroup is in the closure of the characters.
As the maximal ideal space AM(D 2 ) has the weak topology from the FourierStieltjes transforms of the measures in Af(D 2 ), an idempotent associated with a Raikov System is in the closure of the characters if and only if the Fourier-Stieltjes 294 Jane Lake U l transforms of the measures satisfy the following condition:
For all measures ju concentrated on the Raikov System and for all measures v which annihilate all the sets in the Raikov System where the sup norm is taken over D 2 .
We will prove that Raikov Systems generated by K 2 subsets of D 2 satisfy this bound by constructing a series of positive definite functions such that, for each measure [i and v as above, there is a positive definite function P y such that < e and
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Raikov systems and idempotents
Let G be a locally abelian group and let A be a subset of G. We define the Raikov System of sets of G generated by A, <&, A , to be the collection of all measurable subsets of some countable union of translates of sums of A.
That is to say is also a splitting of M(G) associated with an idempotent in the closure of the characters of G.
Properties of K 2 sets
Let K C D 2 be a compact perfect K 2 subset of D 2 . Gp K is a closed subgroup of D 2 and so D 2 -G^pK® H where H is also a closed subgroup of D 2 . Gp/C is isomorphic to D 2 and the idempotent associated with the Raikov System generated by Gp K is in the closure of the characters (Dunkl and Ramirez (1972) ).
If we have a Raikov splitting of Af(D 2 ) generated by a set A c Gp K then the idempotent associated with this splitting is in the closure of the characters if and only if the condition holds for all measures v in M(Gp K). For convenience therefore we assume that
For any continuous function </ >: K -» Z 2 there is a character x G D 2 such that X \ K = <t>. For each character x in D 2 we let P x = {x E K: x(x) = -1 } . We say use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700023739 [4] that a set of characters {xi • • • x«} determines a partition of K if
Given two partitions 9 -{P X) , P Xi ,. ..,P Xn ) and 9' = {P^,P^,...,P^J of K determined by the characters (Xi> X2>--->X n ) a n d {^i>-•-.^m) respectively we say 9 is an everywhere finer partition of K than 9' if for each 1 < / < m there exists an /, C {!,...,«} with #I t > 2 such that ye/, Since Gp ^T = D 2 this implies that <>, = n xj-
We say that the function/can be generated by the partition <•?.
Given two partitions of K, 9 = {P^, P^,...,P^} and 9' = {P Xi , P Xi ,.. .,P X J, there exists a partition 9'" which is everywhere finer than 9 and <3" since, for each 1 < /' < m and 1 < / ' < « , if we have that P v n f, ^ 0 then there exists a character w, y such that 1 elsewhere on K and so the partition determined by the characters {w, y :
is finer than 9 and 9'. Since K is totally disconnected there exists a partition 9'" which is everywhere finer than {« (J : P x <1 P^ ¥= 0, I ^ i < m, I <j ^ n] and so is everywhere finer than both 9 and 9'. We define a sequence of partitions of K, { [s ]
The maximal ideal space of M(D 2 ) 297 be generated by the partition 9 N and hence/can be generated by each partition % for n> N.
Then there is a separating sequence of partitions of K.
PROOF. The set of continuous functions from K into Z 2 is countable: denote it by {/: / £ Z + }. We will define the sequence of partitions inductively. Let < 3' 1 be a partition of K which generates/,. Let 9 2 be a partition of K everywhere finer than <?, which also generates f 2 . Inductively, let % +l be an everywhere finer partition than *$ n that generates f n+l and hence also generates/,, f 2 ,... ,/". Obviously if we have two chains {<J4 ( ,)}, GZ + and {<# H( ,)}, ez + s u c n that for some JV e Z + , ^( W ) ^ </£ w , then ^( n ) ^ < ( 1 I ) for all n>N. We also have the following lemma. PROOF. Obviously K Q H. Let {</>;t(,)}, e z+ be a chain of characters from the separating sequence of K. By definition P^ C K, and so we have n , e Z + P^ is non empty, as {<& ( ,)}, (EZ + is a chain, and so n , s Z + P^ . = {x} for some x £ K as { so if x and y are distinct there must exist a character x e D 2 s u c n that x(x) ¥= x(y% but Gp A" = D 2 so x I* is not identically equal to 1. As { < 3',}, 6Z + is a separating sequence of partitions of K there must be an / G Z + such that x is generated by the functions {<£' ,, <J> 2 ,... ,$ (/) } on A". Thus
*i.() *t.(^) for some
and so x = y.
As Gp K = D 2 , every character on D 2 is uniquely determined by its restrictions to K, so given { We now have a lemma. 
Positive definite functions
We will now use the separating sequence of partitions of K, { 
